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Next Run 2245
Date:

10 January 2022

Hare:

Dingo

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:
Co
Mase
Hare:

Theme:

Spud
Fallen
Hashmen

Neil Hawkins Park, Joondalup. North on Mitchell Fwy. Exit Rt @

Run
Hodges Dr/Grand Boulevard, Rt @ Boas Ave to car park at
Site:

bottom next to Lake Joondalup.

Grub: YES

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with ShitScraper & Molly Dooker
Upcumming Runs

Screwdriver

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van YOU
need to find someone to swap out with.
M Contact the On Sec:- HardCase
hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run
2246
2247
2248

Date
17 Jan
24 Jan
31 Jan

Hares
Arseholeo
Concorde
Swallow

Van Driver
Squirt
Screwdriver
Swallow

Run Report 2244 – Virgin Hare Mental Disorder - Bayswater
Preamble:
The Virgin Hare for a Hamersley run, Mental Disorder, picked a right night for a Run down by
the river at Baywater. It was 33 deg C at 6pm and the 37 MOH who turned up were all feeling
the heat. It was good to see that the New Year’s Resolutions were mostly being taken on board
by members as far as depositing cans/bottles into the barrels were concerned. Thanks for your
cooperation with this.
The Run:
The Hare sends off the running pack but keeps back the walking pack as
the runners were doing a long check back over Garret Road bridge. The
walking pack proceeded along the river pathway. Coming to the first check
around FWB’s HardCase, Baron and Squirt look for the trail in three
separate directions and Baron is the winner. Luckily the trail that I followed
was a long cut and I re-joined the pack behind Rooted just as the running
pack came through. Lucky that as the running pack managed to find the next
FT just before the running and walking trails split. Rooted was obviously a
man with a mission and continued on the running trail while I led along the
walking trail until I came across SCB’s Voodoo and Flasher who appeared in

front of me. No calling from them of course and they took another short cut through a school
and across Gibbney Reserve while I now joined by my fellow FWB Mother carried on and joined
the runner’s trail. Catching the cute FT at the top of the hill we can honestly say that we were
the only 2 walkers who did the complete walking trail. We came across some of the remaining
walking pack just as we crossed Garret Road to the Drink Stop located at Alf Brooks Park. It was
4.8Km for me and Mother and 9.86Km for the runners according to Bravefart. A bit shorter than
the promised 11.5Km by the Hare Mental Disorder. Good effort by the virgin Hare who did tell
us about the length of run and long check backs at the beginning of the run.

Circle Up & Visitors and Returniks:
Returniks:
• Screwdriver – reckons his long absence from H4 is due to him having sinned doing that 4
letter word!
•

Pumpkin – after a few hits with his wee mate Mullaway he has been going downhill a lot!

Visitors:
• Snot – Mackay Hash, Queensland
•

Ziggy – a mate of Pumpkin’s

General Business:
GM Donka advises that the Song Master ELF is still in home quarantine but he has brought his
understudy “wee ELF” tonight who will be given to fill-ins for the down down songs.
Rooted produces not one but two jokes to allow the physically challenged to be seated and
somehow drags the Coffee Club into the first joke. He obviously did not get a new joke book for
Xmas!
GM Donka calls the Interhash Sec, Screwdriver, forward to give him his Tartan Army Committee
shirt – only 8 runs into the new Hash year!
Cookie is champing at the bit to address the New Years Resolutions with regard to the
cans/bottle’s issues. He reckons the new Committee are acting as dictators like Stalin who killed
over 40 million people [it should be noted that the self proclaimed Smartest Man in Hash has
overestimated this number by 100%!]. Cookie took objection to be told what to do and I think
that I can now diagnose what his problem is. He obviously has “HHS” – Head Honcho Syndrome!
He needs to be reminded though that although he is still a head honcho [or thinks that he is] he
is not head honcho of Hamersley Hash!
HardCase is prompted into action to set the record straight. He advised that he had received
emails of support for the cans/bottles New Years Resolutions from Stir, Dags, Popeye and
Assassin in Canada.
Even Gasman was honest to admit that he could not guarantee to abide by NYR#1 all of the time!
Cookie on the other hand sends me a 190 word email. The gist of it was that he is prepared to
pay A$30 per week to the Club to ignore the suggested New Year’s Resolutions. Of course he
made no mention of how he was going to pick up the cans and bottles each Monday night and had
obviously not discussed this with his car pool either! When quizzed upon this in the circle it was

evident that he had no intention of doing this so he did not really propose a viable solution on
dealing with the recycling of cans and bottles. Why are we not surprised!
Bravefart ends up on Ice for disruption of the circle proceedings followed by Cookie for being a
non conformist [no not a Communist!] and trying, unsuccessfully, to breed revolution within the
Club!
Screwdriver says something that GM Donka deems to be insulting to him so he then ends up on
Ice.
Sheepthrills reckoned that Cookie was a disgruntled Greenie who did not want to re-cycle.
Wimpy asked why the Coffee Club had been mentioned 3 times tonight and how many of them
were going to Hash Lunch on Friday – it’s a Coffee Club Wimpy not a lunch club!
Mausei on a more serious note told us about poor Halfway suffering from diverticulitis and being
MIA from the Hash for the past few weeks.
Rooted also told us that old Member, Sgt Bilko, is back in Joondalup hospital for the second time
but remains in good spirits. On behalf of the Hash ! wish both Halfway and Sgt Bilko speedy
recoveries.
Screwdriver assuming his role as Interhash Sec for the first time this year tells us that the
following upcoming events appear rooted:•

Nash Hash in Adelaide in March 2022 – today 3,247 people in South Australia have tested
positive with Covid so good luck for those H4 men in travelling to Adelaide in late March!
Booster shots, cling film, bronze headed diving suits might be needed!

•

Pan Asia in Pangandaran, Indonesia now rescheduled for October 2022

•

Interhash in Trinidad & Tobago – no one going from Hamersley!

The good news is that Poor Man’s Interhash at Cervantes is definitely on over the Anzac Day long
weekend in April. Need to register soonest with Mrs Nice Tits aka Small Goods. You kept that
quiet Nice Tits but we can wait until your next appearance at Hamersley to put on the carton in
celebration. Also make your bookings for accommodation/caravan/tent/swag space soonest.
Voodoo ends up on Ice for his usual misdemeanour of talking to anyone who will listen to him. He
did not like it though and I noticed that he slunk off the Ice when GM Donka wasn’t looking!
Charges:
Mel Adjusted is first up and charges Dick Van for riding a bike on the run without taking photos.
Charge was reversed as apparently he was helping the running pack break the loooong checks!
HardCase charges Flasher for not wearing his WOW shirt next to his skin on the run but rolled
up around his neck. For some reason GM Donka is in a benevolent mood and lets him off “because
it’s hot tonight!”. HardCase is not impressed!
Mental Disorder charges 4 of the FRB’s tonight for what I have no idea as there were too many
people talking! Methinks RA Kazi needs to get a bigger stick and be prepared to use it!
Spud asks how many road bridges are there across the Swan River and the answer is 10. He
charges his driver tonight, Troppo, for driving to the wrong run site being a “bridge too far” over
Tonkin Hwy.
Dick Van then takes a turn on the Ice again for a reason that I could not hear for all of the
talking in the circle!
Rooted comes into the circle and blows his own trumpet claiming to be the best Historian that
the Club has ever had – he must be taking self improvement lessons from Cookie! He charges

Wimpy and Mother for “cooking the books”, the Run book that is and also Precious as nominee for
Precious Junior who can’t even count past 7! At least Rooted is on the ball so no need for any
audits!
Bravefart charges Short Horn for saying that he was going to pays his Subs tonight and become
a fully fledged member of the great Hamersley and then reneging as he wasn’t happy with the
Run – possibly the long checks!
Cookie tries to charge Molly Dooker as one of the JM’s for the worst act of the year at the
Mary Xmas run. He reckoned that he was embarrassed at some work [he goes to work but it’s the
plebs that actually do the work!] Xmas function when he was served by none other than Mary
Xmas herself, Della, who Cookie claims talked about the Act. It was a failed charged as the Act
had nothing to do with the JM’s as they were the Committee representatives who only set the
Mary Xmas run. Mental Disorder commented that he did not think that McDonalds held Xmas
functions?
WOW:
RA Kazi takes to the crate and whinges about how long the charges went on for and then proceeds
to try and set a time record of his own with the WOW award.
The two incumbent WOW’s, Arseholeo and Flasher present themselves in the circle. Failing to
nominate a replacement WOW, RA Kazi asks the members for nominations.
Sheepthrills nominates Flasher for taking Precious on a tour of city and suburbs after the Perth
Crankers ride last Sunday trying to find his car at the start point of the ride.
Screwdriver nominates Precious for falling off his bike at least 3 times at the same ride.
Spud charges the bike riding crew who all moved like lightning to move their bikes away for the
sprinklers that suddenly came on adjacent to the circle.
Concorde has a go at charging Precious for wearing a BGC Hat instead of a Hamersley one.
Replicar tries and fails to charge Concorde for wearing his own Hat that proved to indeed be a
Hamersley hat for an Anzac day run some years ago.
Bravefart on the BGC theme charges Cookie for continually wearing such attire instead of Hash
gear on the runs each week.
Wimpy also charges Cookie for throwing Hash property, namely Molly Dooker’s yellow member
Hat, out of the circle at the Mary Xmas run two weeks ago and he has retrieved it and hands it
back to Molly Dooker.
Some good nominations there but RA Kazi has his own ideas and nominates Flasher for trying to
avoid wearing the WOW shirt at the joint “Not the Kings Park” run last week claiming that he
was told not to do so at Matilda Bay by “a senior Hash member”
RA Kazi then nominates the other current WOW, Arseholeo, for not wearing his WOW shirt
tonight until told to do so and for singing the South of Perth Hash song at last week’s run with
gusto!
Obviously it is now past Mother’s bedtime and berates RA Kazi for not doing his job and claiming
that he sick of it!
Then RA Kazi pulls the rabbit from the hat or rather the “partridge from the pear tree” and
nominates Tampax for inciting Cookie to steal and trying but failing to throw the aforementioned
rubber partridge up into a tree. Tampax is the WOW!

Run Report:
As one who obviously enjoyed the run, Short Horn, is called into the circle to do the run report.
While there he was embarrassed about his promise to Bravefart about becoming an H4 member
and pays up his Subs to Hash Cash Sheepthrills. He starts off by berating the length of the run
and checks and then mellows when he appreciates the effort by virgin solo Hare Mental Disorder
and the news that there was indeed food and ends up awarding the run a score of 7/10.
Next Week’s Run:
Fallen Hashmen remembrance. Dingo and Mase at Neil Hawkins Park, Joondalup on 10 January
2022 at 6.00pm.
Next week’s Van driver:
Squirt
Hash Lunch:
Next Hash Lunch is at Batavia Corner Indonesian restaurant at 312, Albany Hwy, East Vic Park
@ 12.30pm on this Friday 7 January 2022. BYO.
Hares Act:
Mental Disorder is obviously new to Hares Acts in Hamersley and they are not the ones that are
carried on with Pattaya Hash! He invites 4 then 6 FRB’s including GM Donka and RA Kazi into the
circle to share his “home brew” bourbon and coke. That was some act!
Songs:
The noisy circle disrupter Voodoo is called forward to lead us into “Raise Your Mugs” to close the
circle.
ON ON
Donka / HardCase 08/52

